
Why Bother With a Computerized Scheduling System?

Ronald Arenson

Patient scheduling is often included as a module
available in modern information management sys
tems. The functionality of a scheduling module can
vary greatly. A complete scheduling system com
bines rules related to each examination room with
rules concerning the procedure itself. Duplicate
exams can be avoided while picking the most optimal
time slot available. The benefits of such a scheduling
system include reduction in scheduling delays. a
reduction in patient waiting time. improved patient
through-put. improved clinical history information.
and improved billing accuracy and completeness.
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I N FOR MATION management systems for
radiology first appeared in the early 1970s

and have become widely used in the last few
years. Many commercial systems are now avail
able that offer such functions as registration,
scheduling, film library management, patient
tracking, reporting, billing, and management
statistics. Although many of these commercial
systems seem to offer similar functions, there are
often significant differences. One area in which
these systems differ greatly is in scheduling.

The simplest form of scheduling presents the
computerized version of a schedule book into
which patients may be logged. This approach is
similar to the scheduling of seats on an airplane.
At the other extreme is a sophisticated schedul
ing module first developed at Massachusetts
General Hospital (MGH) and then implemented
at the Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania
(HUP).1-4

This complex scheduling system combines a
set of examination-specific parameters with a
room matrix to select the most appropriate time
and date for a particular examination. The
exam-specific parameters include the primary
and alternate rooms best suited for the proce
dure, preparation time, earliest and latest times
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the exams should be performed, and the length of
the examination in minutes (Fig 1), These
parameters are merged in the scheduling algo
rithms with the room matrix, which consists of
codes for each room for each day of the week.
The coded days are divided into five-minute
increments. These codes represent categories of
patients such as inpatients or outpatients (Fig 2).
These codes can also be inclusive or exclusive
groupings which may, for example, reserve slots
for emergency room patients while allowing
them to be scheduled in general outpatient slots
if such spaces are open.

The room group for each type of examination
in the exam dictionary lists the rooms in which
the examination can be performed in the order of
their ability to provide the best circumstances for
the exam. In addition, ten minutes are added for
stretcher patients, while five minutes are sub
tracted for ambulatory outpatients if their exam
inations are longer than 15 minutes.

In addition to the aforementioned rules for the
scheduling process, there are a set of conflict
checks which are also based on indicators in the
exam dictionary. Whenever a scheduled exami
nation appears to be similar to an examination
performed in the recent past or is already sched
uled for the future, a warning is displayed to
reduce unnecessary repeat examinations. In
addition, there is a sequence number that deter
mines the appropriate order when several exami
nations are scheduled at the same time. This
insures that the intravenous urogram is per
formed before the barium enema, which would
be followed by the upper gastrointestinal exam.

If the radiologist must approve the exam
before it is scheduled, a flag in the exam diction
ary would so indicate and a message would be
presented to the scheduler as a reminder. If the
chart is desired for inpatients, an indicator in the
exam dictionary would cause the appropriate
message to print on the transportation notice.

If an examination is scheduled for the same
day, the exam documents would be printed
immediately and would include a flash card,
examination card, and a transportation notice
(Fig 3). The film library pull notice prints the
appropriate location to provide the film librar
ians an opportunity to pull the previous films for
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Exa~ina~ion Di~tionary

Operator: JOVAIS, CHRISTOPHER 18-Hay-88 1:11 PM

Active? Y

Approval? N
Chart? N

Algorithm: VERTICAL__

Algorithm: VERTICAL__

Order Entry Type: _

Similar Exam Group: CHEST_
Films: 2_ Department: BON/CH

Labels: 0_ Reminder:

Bi 11 I ns Copy? N
Flash card? Y

Print Label? Y
Print Label? N

Exam Description: CHEST 2 VIEWS
Long Exam Description: CHEST 2 VIEWS, _

Resource template, Edit or Ouit?

Exam Caun t ~ 1
Conflicted by:

Exam Category: CHEST
Read Location: 106 

Sequence no: 1 ---

Fu t u r e Resources: G23 -o;-;--:---,-::-;-::-:---;-;;:=-=:-;:-;-_

Today; s Resa u r ces: G23 -o;-;-=-:--,-::-;-::-:---;-;;:=-=:-;:-;-_

Create Subfolder? Y
Create Exam Folder? N
Interventional Exam: N
8 i 11 i ng Codes: 1020-,--:-_-=:- ..,----,,...--,__--=-:-:-__-=:-:-::-- _

Template,

Alternate Resources:
Precau t i on:

Preparation:
Contrast:

Subfolder: CHEST
Duration: 5_

Do NOT Purge:

Exam Code: CPAL, __

Fig 1. Exam dictionary ex
ample. These data elements for
each procedure type are used
by programs to schedule ex
ams. This dictionary or table
driven process allows the user
to easily modify entries when
ever appropriate. Note the con
flict checks and billing data.

comparison prior to the patient's arrival. For
exams scheduled in the future, the exam docu
ments and pull notices are printed the evening
before the scheduled date. The schedule lists are
then distributed to the inpatient floors and the
radiology staff uses the printed schedules which
are organized by examination room.

Practically all patients are scheduled by tele
phone. Since clinical history or the reason for the
examination is recorded at the time of schedul
ing, we are assured of some clinical information
when interpreting the procedure. If a physician's
secretary calls and does not have clinical infor
mation available, we politely tell them to call
back when they have such data. Remember that
the patient is still in the referring doctor's office
and not in the radiology department. Although
there were some concerns and complaints when
this policy was introduced, there is very little
difficulty at the present time.

If the patient has not been previously regis
tered either through the hospital's registration
and admission systems or in radiology directly,
then the registration data is also obtained at the

time of scheduling. This scheduling process
starts the patient tracking functions. Once an
exam has been scheduled, that exam must be
completed and billed or it must be cancelled. If
cancelled, the reason for the cancellation and the
person cancelling the exam are recorded. If the
exam remains in the scheduled status, it will
appear on the "Scheduled But Not Yet Com
pleted List" which is one of the exception reports
in the system. Incidentally, the scheduler's ini
tials are recorded with each procedure for
accountability purposes. This logging is auto
matic since the scheduler's identity is known
through the sign-on frame.

This scheduling system may seem complicated
and unnecessary. Before and after implementing
our scheduling system 11 years ago, we per
formed time-flow analyses to measure the effects
of introducing such a system. 5.6 The time interval
between scheduling of procedures, such as bar
ium enemas and urograms, and patient arrival
was reduced from 55.3 hours to 27.2 hours after
the introduction of the system. These findings
paralleled those results measured previously at

Operator: JOVAIS, CHRISTOPHER 18-Hay-88 4:23 PM

Date: 18-Hay-88__ Resource: 101 Exam Code:

12: 1: 2. 3: 4: 5:
------------ ------------ ------------ ------------ ------------ @@@@@@@@@@@@

A M
6. 7. 8. •• 9.. • 10.. • 11:

@@@@@@@@@@@@ @@@@@@@@@@@@ @@@@@@@@@@@@ 888B8B8BBB88 8B8BBB8BBBBB 000000000000

12: 1:. • 2. • . • 3: • • • 4. • • • 5: • • •
000000------ ---RRRRRRRRR RRRRRRZZZZZZ ZZZZZZZZZZZZ SSSS! '****55 uuuuuuuuuuuu

po M
6: 7. B: •. 9:... 10: • 11:
*****uuuuuuu uu**uuuuuuuu ------------ ------------ ------------ ------------

! overbooked, * scheduled, - closed, @ open, A - z slot codes

Fig 2. Room matrix with
codes. This display shows the
status of the time slots for one
room. for one day. Each code
entered into the five-minute
time slots can represent a
group of patient categories. An
"0" could allow any type of
outpatient but an "R" reserves
the slot for emergency service
patients.
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Dummy, Ch~istophe~

22222222 DOB: 6-Dec-57 M-30Y
RIBS/O/X 17-May-88

F LAS H

Comments:
Patient has been a HUP eaployee for 10 years and as such should be
granted every courtesy possible.

P~ec/Alle~'3ies:
Patient currently undergoing iaaunotherapy under the
direction of HUP's Allergy & r.aunology Clinic, Silver3.

Dummy, Ch~istophe~ M-30Y 22222222
T~ans: AMBULATORY DOB: 6-Dec-57
SILVERSTEIN 10
RIBS BILATERAL/OPERATING ROOM/POLAROID
17-May-88 2:35 PM Du~: 45 Room: OR
Other: 3
PreYipus: SKULL 4+ VIEWS/O 1:50 PH OR

Next: WRIST 3-5 VIEWS/O/X/C 3:20 PH 82
Prec/Allergies: Patient currently undergpin9 illunptherapy under the

direction pf HUP's Allergy & I•• unoh9Y Clinic, SilvsrS,

//1111/11111111111111111111111

Ca~ds P~inted: 17-May-88 1:57 PM
A185 (9)

E X A MIN A T ION fOR M

Dummy, Ch~istophe~

DOB: 5-Dec-57 Sex: M
[I LA: 31--Dec--52
MF Volume I
Cu~"ent Lac:
RIBS BILATERAL
Room: OR Date: 17-May-88

Dummy, Christopher M-30Y 22222222
T~ans: AMBULATORY DOB: 6-Dec-57
SILVERSTEIN 10 Phone:
RIBS BILATERAL/OPERATING ROOM/POLAROID
17-May-88 2:35 PM Du~: 45 Room: OR
Phys: ARENSON, RONALD L., H.D. Phone: (215) 662-3032
Hx: The patient was struck by -, stage coach while .aking his escape after

a bank robbery. Hoof prints abound. Previous gunshot wounds ..ke the
patient difficult to handle without causing _, great deal of pain.

Other: 3 Next: WRIST 3-5 VIEWS/O/X/C 3:20 PH 82

111111/111111111111 ~IIIUI
(\185 (9)

E X A M P U L L NOTICE

22222222
[1000004

Time: 2:3~j PM

Fig 3. Exam documents. pull notice. (Top left) The flash card marks the patient data on the film itself. (Top right) The
transportation notice is used by escort to pick-up and return the patient. (Bottom left) The exam card is used by the
technologist to record. via bar-code pen. the exam completion. The radiologist uses the exam card for normal or "near
normal" reporting. (Bottom right) The pull notice provides the film library with advance warning to "pull" previous films for
comparison.
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patients (mostly unannounced) would practically
guarantee that we would be backed up.

What we did not know at the time was the
significance of modern queuing theories.' Table
1 shows the effects of uncontrolled patient arri
vals in a simulated one-room facility. In the first
column, an average of two patients will arrive
every hour with the examination time expected to
be 20 minutes, a capacity of three patients per
hour. If one assumes a Poisson distribution for

Fig 4. Patient influx before automated scheduling. The
minimum. average. and maximum numbers of patients
arriving in the main reception area are shown for each hour
of the day.

MGH. In addition, the interval of time between
patient arrival and the initiation of the examina
tion itself went from one hour to 20 minutes for
inpatients and from 50 minutes to 35 minutes for
outpatients. The interval from the beginning of
the examination until the completion of the exam
was reduced from one hour to 32 minutes.

The reductions in the scheduling delays were
expected and are intuitively obvious. The marked
reduction in the time that the patients spent in
the department was not expected and is not so
easily explained. Figure 4 shows the flow of
patients into our main reception area prior to
implementation of the computer system. The day
is broken down into the number of patients who
enter each hour, the averages, and the minimum
and maximum numbers per hour. Obviously,
there are wide ranges for each hour, with some
maximums nearly three times the minimum
numbers. Our assumption at the time was that
we could handle approximately 30 patients per
hour, which means that we exceeded our capac
ity for a portion of nearly every morning and
every afternoon. The uncontrolled arrival of out-
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Patients Arriving per Hour

Table 1. Simulated One-Room X-Ray Facility

patient arrivals and an exponential curve for the
actual service time (average of 20 minutes), then
at any moment in time one can expect 1.33
people in a queue (waiting) and an average
waiting time of 40 minutes. The second column
shows what happens if there is a modest increase
in workload resulting in 2.44 patients arriving on
the average per hour. Then the expected number
in the queue will be 3.5 and the average time for
waiting jumps to 86 minutes.

If the flow of patients into the department can
be controlled by advance scheduling, then much
greater efficiency can be expected from the facil
ity, thus reducing the effects highlighted by the
queuing theory. By reducing the average exam
time from one hour to 32 minutes, we in essence
doubled the size of our department. Scheduling
in small departments is obviously much simpler
than in very large ones. However, even a two- or
three-room facility would benefit because of the
queuing theory effects described.

Looking at our dedicated outpatient area, Sil
verstein 1, we performed 40,814 exams last year
and will perform 44,210 exams this year. Patient
waiting has been kept to a minimum because of
the scheduling system. The average interval from
patient arrival until exam completion was 32
minutes last year, but rose to 39 this year.

2.00 2.44

Although this may not seem like a large change,
it is rather significant. With an average of 14
minutes per exam (room time) in this dedicated
outpatient area with six rooms, we are averaging
42.7 minutes per hour per room, which translates
into 71.2% utilization. Any further increases in
workload or any further shifts to peak hours will
seriously undermine our ability to achieve effi
cient patient throughput. Our goal has always
been to provide patient turnaround in 45 minutes
or less. Therefore, we are increasing the facility
by two rooms to provide adequate growth poten
tial. Clearly many additional rooms would be
needed without the scheduling system.

Another benefit of this degree of automation is
the reduction in human error in both patient
identification and exam scheduling. Training for
schedulers is intensive, but they are not required
to remember complicated rules for scheduling.

The reduction in unnecessary radiation expo
sure by avoiding duplicate exams turned out to
be less than expected. A previous analysis at
MGH suggested a 7% reduction, but an analysis
at HUP showed only a 2% decrease. This differ
ence was probably due to the design of our
inpatient request form, which lists previous
exams scheduled in the patient's order book. In
other words, physicians are becoming aware of
duplication even before calling to schedule the
exam.

In summary, the complete scheduling system
described provides significant improvements in
patient waiting, patient throughput, data accura
cy, and clinical history availability, while
improving quality of service through conflict
checking. The advantages of the more sophisti
cated approach to scheduling is beneficial to both
large and small departments.
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